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By Paul Kuhn, John E. Duberg, and.George E. Griffith
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SUMMARY
The standard method of anal- ing fuselage rings has
been known for some time to be considerably in error when
the rings are flexible, as is usually true OS secondary
rings in large fuselages. In order to provide a basis
for a more accurate analysis, strain measurements were
made on a series of circular cylinders with reinforcing
rings, subjected to concentrated loads, in which the
bending stiffnesg of the rings was varied systematically
over a wide range. The results are presented and compared
with the results obtained by theoretical methods. A
method proposed by N. J. Hoff for analyzing rings sub-
jected to vertical loads, extended in the present paper
to cover all basic cases, was found to give satisfactory
agree~nt with the test results. A method proposed by
Wignot, Combs, and Ensrud was found to be considerably
in error when used in the originally published form. A
modification of this method was developed with the rela-
tive stiffness parameter redefined, and the accuracy of
the method was thereby improved appreciably. This modi-
fied method, althou~ less accurate than the method of
Hoff, retains the advantage offered in the original
method of Wignot, Combs, and Ensrud of greatly reducing
the time of analysis through the use of grams.
INTRODUCTION
The so-called secondary rings in fuselage shells are
usually analyzed on the basis of the assumption that the
shear stresses in the skin which balance the load applied
to the ring are distributed in accordance with the
2
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standard engineering theory of bendi~. For a radial
load applied to a ring In a shell of circular cross sec-
..tlon,for instance, this theory gives a shear stress that
Is zero at the”load and Increases to a msxhum at the
neutral axis 90° from the load. It has been recognized
for some time, however, that this basic assumption may
not agree very well with the facts. The secondary rings
are relatively flexible, and Intuition alone is suffi-
cient to indicate that a concentrated load applied to a
flexible ring will cause local concentrations of stress
near the load. Some designers consequently assume a
trianpylar d!stributton of the skin shears; others, a
uniform distribution, which is between the triangular
distnlbutlon and that given by the standard theory. This
uncertainty about the distribution of the shear stresses
causes a corresponding uncertainty In the calculation of
the maximum shear stresses in the skin. In addition, It
causes an even greater uncertainty in the calculation of
the bending moments in the rlngp. Strain measurements on
the rings of actual large fuselages have shown ring bending
stresses that were only a small fiactlon (less than one-
fifth) of the values calculated by the standard method.
The Investigation reported herein was undertaken In
order to provide a more secure basis for the analysis of
rings. Systematic stra!n measurements were made on a
number of cylinders having rings with widely differing
flexibilltles and were compared with the analytical
results obtained from two theories. The theories were
extended to increase their usefulness or modified to
increase their accuracy.
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coefficients defined
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Ymngfs modulus, pal
shear modulus, psl
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spacing of ri
Y
s, inches (note that in equathns (~),
-- (4), and--(-5, the-S~.OIS .L @. .Lo have
special meanings and definitions discussed ti “
connection with these”equatlons)
bending moment In ring, Inoh-pounds
radial load, pounds
static moment about neutral axis of cross-sectional
area lying between extreme fiber and plane under
consideration
radius of cylinder
tangential force acting on ring, pounds
Internal work, inch-pounds
shear’force, pounds
coefficient of bending moment In ring (M/~) cm(@R)
coefficient of shear flow In skin (m/p )
Fourier coefficients for
~, Cq, and u
relative stiffness parameter used In reference 3;
see equations (2), (4), and (ha) for discussion
and definition
general number of bay or ring
general number of Fourier coefficient
shear flow (runn@ shear), pounds per inch
thiokness of skin, Inches
thickness of all material carrying bending stresses
In cylinder If uniformly distributed around
perl.meter,inches
distance f%om tip of cylinder, inches
shear strain
longitudinal normal stress In skin, psi
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shear stress in skin,-PSI
angular dlstance”of given pol.nton ring from point -
of application of concentrated load
Subscript:
R rig’ld
TEST SPECIMEhW AND PROCEDURES
Test specimens.- The test spechens were four cir-
cular cylinders of 2@-T aluminum alloy reinforced by
four equally spaced rings. The main dimensions sre given
In table 1. Cylinders 1, 2, and 3 formed a series In
which all dimensions were nominally equal except the
moments of inertia of the rings, which were varied
approximately as 1:10: 100. Cylinders la, lb,.and lC
were modlflcatlons of cylinder 1“. Cyllnder J had rings
of the same cross section as cylinder 2 but twice the
skin thickness. Pertinent details of construction sme
shown In figures 1 and 2. It will be noted that the
cross--sectionsof the rings were made symmetrical about
the skin in order to avoid consideration of the amount
of skin working with the rings.
Test procedures.- The main tests consisted In
applyfng a radial load to each ring in turn.and measuring “
the bending stresses in the loaded ring as well as in the
two adjacent rings. Shear stresses were measured in the
skin adjacent to the tip ring and to the middle ring. III
one test, a tangential load was applied to the tip ring
of a shortened cylinder. On cylinder 1, the radial load
was outward and was.produced by dead weights. On all
other cylinders, the radial load was l“nwardand was pro-
duced by a hydraulic jack used in conjunction with a
dynamometer accurate to about 1/2 percent. Careful check
tests made on cylinder 1 with both”methods of loading
showed no measurable difference, as was expected.
The bending stresses in the rings were computed from
measurenmnts with Baldwin-9outhwark SR-J electric strati
gages, types A-1 and A-5 (gage lengths 13/16 and 1/2 Inch, -
respectively). The shear 8tre88e8 In the skin were com-
puted from measurements with Baldwin-Southwark SR-J elec-
tric gage rosettes, type AR-1. All gages were used In
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pairs back-to-back.
- :..~-.... ~..
.Youngfa-tidulusWlis”
For converting strains
taken”as 10:6P X-’IC)5.-IK81
modulus as 4..00x 103 ksi”. “ “~
‘ From preliminary readings of the”gage”s
.
5
to stresses,
and”litmshesr
near the
point”of load appllcatlon, fi estimate-was made of the
load necessary to produce a max$mum stress of about
20 ksl In the ring. In the actual test, the chosen load
. was applied in five equal increments; Load-strain plots
were made for the gages near the load and for all rosettes.
It was found that all Doints except.the one at zero load
fell very close to a“siraight llnO In
deviation of the zero load point from
“wasnever larger than about 1 X 10-5.
are believed to be accurate to better
all cases.\
. METHODS (IFANALYSIS
each case; the
the stral@t line
The strain readings
than 2 percent in
Standard methd,- Th13analysis of fuselage rings
usually based on t= assum~tion that the skin shears
is
. balancing the applied load~ are distributed in accordance
with the elementary theories of structures. ~ the spQ-
- ciflc case of a radial load, the skin shesrs are assumed
to follow the famillar V’#I’ formula, which gives for
the circular cylinder
P
Tt=q=~slnq (1)
When the skin shears have been computed by formula (l),
they may be considered as external loads applied to the
ring, and the ring can be analyzed by any applicable
method of dealing with statically indeterminate struct~es.
For a number of basic cases that are encountered fre7
quently, the results of such analyses have been publlshed
In the form of tables or graphs of’coefficients; graphs
,,. for the circular ring .wltha radial load have been given,
r fbr instance, In reference 1. Tables and graphs of this
kind are of very material aid in reducing the labor of
“analysis.
. .,
. .
I ..— —. —. — .
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Hoff?s method.. The use of formula (1) for computing
the skin shears implles the assumption that the stiffness
of the ring Is very large ccmpared with the stiffness of
the skin. Secondary fuselage rings, however, sre often
relatively flexible and deform to such an extent that the
shear stresses in the supporting skin are altered; the
standard method of analysis consequently becomes inaccu-
rate. A more precise method of analysis must take into
account the interaction between a flexible ring and the
supporting skin. one solution of this problem was given
by Hoff in reference 2. Hoff considered the action of a
circular cylinder, cantilevered from a rigid base, with
two equal vertical forces equidistant from the vertical
diameter applied to the tip ring. He assumed that the
important stresses are the bending stresses in the ring,
the shear stresses in the skin, and the longitudinal
stresses in the skin, including stringers if present.
All three of these stress systems were expressed by
related Fourier series, and the coefficients of the
Fourier series were obtained by the principle of Least
Work. k.!nextension of Hoff?s method to the cases of a
radial load, a tangential load, or a moment load applied
at any ring is given in the appendix.
Hoffts method gives a fairly complete and entirely
rational answer to the problem. The slight lack of
completeness resulttig from the simplifying assumptions
ia unlikely to be of practical importance. More serious
is the objection that the method requires computations
that are very tedious, at least compared with the
standard method.
Method of Wignot, Combs, and Ensrud.- The most essen-
tial features of the method of Wignot, Combs, and Ensrud
(reference 3 ) may be described briefly as follows. only
the ring directly subjected to an external load was
assumed to be affected. The shear stress in the skin “
adjacent to this ring was assumed”to be proportional to
the tangential deflection of the ring with respect to a
fictitious ring some distance away that does not deform.
On the basis of these assumptions, a differential equation
‘for the bending moments in the ri~ was derived and solved.
The final results were presented in the form of graphs as
functions of a parameter d that relates the shear stiff-
ness K of the skin to the bending”stiffness EI of the
ring by means of the expression
(2)
——-. m——m..m—— . . . .
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The curves of Wise (reference 1) computed by the standard
=* method appear on.these graphs as the llmlting case of
r-~~idrings ‘or ~.=.o-- .... ... .. ..9
The method has the very desirable feature of sim-
plicity of application; the analysis by means of the
graphs given is essentially as simple as the analysis by
the standard method with the aid of the graphs of refer-
ence 1. It has, however, two obvtous defects: one is
that it gives no stresses In the rings adjacent to the
loaded ring, and these stresses may be of appreciable
magnitude; the other is that the theory leaves the
numerical value of d indeterhln”ate,because It does not
contain any method for deriving the value of K which
appears in expression (2). ‘Itis stated in reference 3
“The evaluation of’ “d depends upon the accurate
determination of K, for which further development,
supplemented by tests, is clearly needed.”
Pending such development, this reference suggests that
!! K may be approximated as
(3)
where L is the distance along the shell to a
section which is not distorted from a circle.[’
With this approximation for K, the expression for d
becomes
GtR4d=—
EIL (4)
This expression, however, still does not constitute
the solution of the problem of determining d, beoause
the theory itself gives no clue as to the magnitude of L.
In reference 3, this difficulty was overcme by making an
assumption as follows;
.
“R/t is assumed to be never less than unity . . .
This approxlmati.onfor K seems justified for any
large fuselage comparable with that of the Lockheed
Constellation or Boeing Model XB-2g since it gives
good test agreement for those airplanes.1’
Strictly speaking, of course, the inequality g21
does not define L. The next expression given In r~fer~
ence 3 indicates, however, that R~ was”actually
assumed to be equal to unity and with this assumption
8 NACA ARR NO l L5H23
expression (k) defines the relatim stif’fhessparameter d
8s
Gti?3
d=~ @)
A detailed comparison of the ring theory as developed
in reference 3 reveals that it is the llmiting case of the
theory of reference 2, in which only one ring Is con-
sidered and the stringers reinforcing the shell are
assumed to be Infinitely stiff. T@ assumption of rigid
stringers makes it possible to express the shear stresses
as proportional to the tangential deflections of the ring.
In cylinders of practical proportions, however, the
deformations of the stringers hav8 a large influence In
defining the shear st~essee in the elfinand h @neral
tend to decrease them. The smaller shear stresses result
in larger msxtmvuabendir~ moments in the ring.
Modified method of reference 3 - The speed with
which an analysis can be made by me~ns of the graphs In
reference 3 makes this method hi@ly desirable in prac-
tical applications. The objection that the method gives
no stresses in the rings adjacent to the loaded ring ,
could perhaps be overcome sufficiently to satisfy the
demands of practical stress amalysle by some empirical
or semiemplrical method. A preliminary comparison of the
test results obtained in the present investigation with
the results obtained by use of reference 3 showad, however,
a lack of agreement that supported the objections to the
assumptions of this theory mentioned in the last paragraph
of the preceding section. The statement in reference 3
that there was good test agreement for two large airplanes
could not be checked because the test evidence was not
presented. “The good test agreement might have been
achieved in spite of the defects of the theory by use of
an incorrect amount of skin working with the ring. Very
little Is known at present about the amount of skin
working with an actual fuselage ring and consideration of
this factor mi@t have an appreciable effect on the calcu-
lation of the stresses. In the present investigation,
this difficulty was not encountered because the rings
were symmetrical about the skin.
Further study of the test results presented herein
and of the graphs of reference 3 showed that it was
generally possible to match any experimental curve with
a curve from the -propergraph. This observation led to
.
the thought that closer correlation between test and cal-
.. culatl.oq..might be achieved if the method of detern@nhg d
were modified. Such i“’”rntidifi6titlori’”w t ld”b#’tillzieWith
the,remark In reference 3 quoted previously that ‘Ifurther
development, supplemented by tests, la olearly needed.tt
On the basis of general physical constderatlons, It.was
deolded to retain ex~easion (4) for determining d but,
Instead of assuming L to be equal to R, to use a
value of L deftied by
()GtLo2L =mLol+_ Et 1R2 (5)
In this expresslm, Lo is the dlstanoe from the loaded
ring to the actual rlgld base,.and t? is the thl.ckness
of a fictitious l~stringer-slcin”with a cross-sectional
area equal to the sw of the stringer areas and the part
of the skin area that is affective In resisting longi-
tudinal stresses.
RESULTS Am. DISCUSSION
General remarks.- The.results.of the investlgatiqn
are presented in figures 3 through 30 in the form of
plots “of”momentcoefficient or skin shear coefficient
against developed perimeter of the cywder. Bacause of
the s~etry of the.structure, only one-half of the
porlmetsr.needed to be shown. For the moment coefficients,
each test patnt shown represents the average-of the two
points taken In the left and right side of the cylinder;
the two corresponding.pointsalways agreed so closely
that It was impractical to show them separately. For the -
shear ooefflcients individual test points.are shown.
Computed curves are shown for three of the nmthods dis..
cussed under ‘tMethodsof Analysls:lf the standard method,
Hoffls method (extended where necessary), and-the modified
method of rsferenoe 3. No curves me shown for the unmodi-
fied method of reference 3 because the agreenmnt with the
6xperimenta~ data is very poor compared with the results
obtained by the modified method or by Hoff?s method. On
all figures mhowing data on cylinders 1, la,-lb, and lc,
the load is shown acting inward althou@ it was actually
acting outward.as.discussed in the sectlou ‘tTestProce-
dures.” This..changewas.made.in ordem..tohave.all results .
.—.. .—..—. —
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similarly presented without”being In conflict with the
sign conventions given in the appendix. The change should
not be objectionable because the check tests showed no
difference between an Inward-aottig and an outward-acting
loadl (See section on ‘lTestSpeoimens and Procedures.l?)
Hendi% -moment coefficient.- The bending-moment
coefficient ~ shown in figures 3 to 21 is defined
by the equation
M=C#’R (6)
InspectIon of the figures shows that the curves computed
by Hoffls method with SIX Fourier coefficients are, on
the whole, in very satisfactory agreement with the experi-
mental results if the immediate vicinity of the load is
disregarded temporarily. .Themodified method of refer-
ence 3 shows poorer a~eement with the test data than
Hoffss method in some cases (note, for Instance, magni-
tude and location of the secondary maximum on figures 7,
11, and 15).
Because the curves for the tests with radial load
are wry steep In the neighborhood of the maximum moment
at the load, it is difficult to tie comparisons on small-
scale figures. A comparison in tabular form is therefore
provided in table 2 for these tests. The experimental
values of maximum ~ given in this table were obtained
from the curves fatied throu~ the experimental points
and extrapolated to the position of the load. The steep.
ness of the curves combined with the scatter of the test
points results in some uncertainty about the maximum
values of ~. Every posstble effort was made to reduce
this uncertainty by careful choice of scales and accurate
plotting, and it is believed that the maximum values of
experimental CM are accurate to within l5 percent.
If the experimental values of maxi- CM are
assumed to be accurate, the errors by Hoff?s ~ethod range
from 20 percent unconservative to 7 percent conservative
and the errors by the modified method of reference 3 from
20 percent unconservative to 18 percent conservative.
The moment coefficients computed by the standard theory
are more than three times as high as the experimental
values In the worst case; the coeft’htents computed by
the ummodlfied method of reference 3 on the other hand,
ame as low as one-half of the experimental values.
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The results of the test made with a tangential load
.,.,.
“are”shown Inflgure 22. ‘~e”~eemnt-withHoff~s theory
and with the modified theory of reference 3 1s again
quite satisfactory.
No tests were made with a concentrated moment load.
Inspection of the theoretical curves for this loadlng
case shows that the mome”nt decreases very rapidly with
increasing distance fra the load; and the experimental
check is consequently very sensitive to small errors In
looatlon of’the gage or of the concentrated moment. Fur-
thermore, It is very dlfflcult to introduce a moment in
truly concentrated form. Inspection of the moment curves
given in reference 3 led to the conclusion that the
probable experimental errors would obscure the effect of
ring flexibility to such an extent that the test would
not be worth while.
The theory indicates that the bending-moment ooeffl-
cient in an actual structure is always less than that
given by the standard elementary theory. In a qualitative
way, It may be stated that this coefficient approaches
that given by the standard theory as the stiffness of the
ring relative to the surrounding part of the shell
Increases. Experimental results bear out this theo-
retical conclusion. A comparison of the experimental
coefficients in table 2 shows, for Instance, that the
loaded tip rings (ring 1) of cylinders 1, 2, and 3 have
consecutively higher coefficients because the moments of
inertia increase In this order. Similarly, the coeffi-
cient for the tip ring of cylinder k 1s less than that
for the rip ring of cylinder 2, because cylinder k has
the same size ring but a thicker skin than cylinder 2;
relative to the surrounding structure, then, the ring in
oylinder )+is more flexlble than that in cyllnder 2.
Again, for any given cylinder the maximum moment coeffi-
cient decreases as the load is moved closer to the root
of the cyllnder, because the region of the shell nearer
the root Is stiffer than the region farther away from the
root, and a given ring is therefore relatively more
flexible if It Is located close to the root. The highest
of all moment coefficients was therefore found on the tip
ring of cylinder 3, whlch”had the”stiffest rings. The
value of the experimental moment coefficient for this
case was only 3 peroent below the standard value of 0.23g.
This result Ir@ioates that the stresses In rings of
practical proportions may approach qu~te closely the
values predicted by the standard theory; however, the
.. . .. .... .... .
..— —. ..-— .- -.— .
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bending stiffhess of’this rang is probably representative
of main rather than secondary rings.
Figures 3 through 22 may be used to obtain quickly
some Idea of the stresses experienced by unloaded rings
located near a loaded ring. The faot that such stresses
exist Is well known. Not so well known appears to be
the necessary corollary that, If’several ad~acent rings
sre loaded simultaneously, the stress conditions in the
center of the group approach the conditions assumed by
the standard theory; that 1s, the ring bending stresses
are higher and the ,sklnshear stresses lower than they
are when only one rin~ is loaded at a time. Some tests
were made with loads applied simultaneously to ttiee rings;
and the stresses were found to agree within the experi-
mental error with the stresses predicted by superposing
the results obtained with individual load application.
WIn shear coefficients.- The skin shear coeffic-
ients Cq shown In figures 23 tc ~0 sre defined by the
equation -
(.7)
The agreement between the experimental values and the
curves calculated by Hoff~s theory with six to twelve
Fourier coefficients is again quite good except Irithe
vicinity of the mximqm, where the agreement is somewhat
poorer than for the moment coefficients. A comparison
of the maximum values of Cq is given in table 3. The
experimental values of Cq given in this table were
obtained by falring a curve”thro~l the experimental
points In the vicinity of the maximum, the curve computed
by Hoff?s method being used as an aid In falri~ where
r.ecessary.
It may be noted from the figures and from table 3“
that the standard theory Is generally more seriously in
error for the skin shear stresses than for the ring
bending moments. On cylinder 3, for instance, which has
the stiffest rings, the maximum bending moment measured
was 97 percent of th~ value predicted by the standard
theory; the maximum measured shear stress on this cylinder,
however, was 155 percent of the value predicted by the
standard theory. In cylinderl with the most flexible rings,
the bending moment was 32 percent of the value predicted by
the standard theory, whilo the maximum shear stress in the
same cylinder was 533 percent of the value predicted by
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the standard themy. A study of fi@res 23 to 30 also
-. shows..that,...thes andard .t.heOr.y...S.S.YP.ryrn.@l?@ln8 ~. that
the looatlon of the maximum shear s~ress is given as 90°
from the load, while it 1s actually located somewhere
between 15 and 45° frcm the load.
CONCLUSIONS .
and
the
the
From the comparisons presented of experimental data
oaloulated results,obtained by several methods, of
bending stresses in oiroular fuselage rings and of
shear stresses In the skin between the rings, the
followlng conclusions sre drawn:
1. The maximum bending moments in the rings are less
and the maximum skin shears are more than those predicted
by the standard theory which assumes, in effect, rigid
rings. In the stiffest rings tested, the maximum bending
stresses were 97 percent of those predicted by the
standard theory; in the most flexible rings they were
only 32 percent. Corresponding values for the shear
stresses in the skin were 155 percent and 533 percent,
respective .
g
The maximum shear stresses occur, very
roughly, 30 from a radial load instead of 90° as pre-
dicted by the standard theory.
2. The method of Wignot, Conibs,and Ensrud used in
Its original form may give large errors opposite in si~
to those of the standard method.
3. The method of Hoff, extended where necessary,
gives satisfactory agreement with the test results in
most cases.
A. The method of Wlgnot, Combs, and Ensrud modlfted
by redefining the ‘trelatlvestiffness p-ameterlt used by
these authors gives somewhat less accuracy than Hoffls
method but offers a considerable saving In time by the
use of graphs.
..— -—.
.
. ..— -. .- --..—. ——
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Attention is called to the fact that the stress con-
ditions resulting when a number of adjacent.rings are
loaded In a similar manner approach those defined by the
standard theory.
Lang19y Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va.
. —.—. _.
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The good agreement obtained between the experimen-
tally determined moments in aflexible skin-supported
ring witn a radial load and the theory developed by Hoff’
In reference 2 jtistifiedthe extension of the theory to
other types of loadlngs. Basioally, only three types of
load need be considered in order to construct any load
distribution; namely, the concentrated radial force, the
concentrated tangential ~orce, and the concentrated
moment. The solution for the stresses caused by the con-
centrated radial load can be obtained as a llmlting case
of the solution of reference 2 but is given herein for
the sake of completeness and unity of presentation. New
solutions are developed for the stresses caused by a
tangential force as well as by a concentrated moment.
Basic Assumptions and Theory
The theory used herein defines the stress distri-
bution in a circular cylinder stiffened in the circum-
ferential direction by rings and in the longitudinal
direction by stringers. The cyllnder is cantilevered
from a rigid support. It is assumed that the shear flow
In each sheet bay between rings does not vary in the
longitudinal direction but may vsry in the circumferential
dlrectlon. Whatever material in the cross section of the
cylhder is capable of resisting bending of the cylinder
as a cantilever beam is assumed spread around the cylinder
In a fictitious stringer sheet of thickness t?. Each
reinforcing ring is of constant moment of inertia I and
Is capable,of resisting only forces in its own plane.
The notation used in numbering the sheet bays and rings
and the positive directions of forces, moments, and
stresses are given in figure 31.
On the basis of the assumptions made the shear
flow q in the ith bay can, for any loading, be expressed
as
16 “ NACA Al%R
In which qR represents the shear flow that is
NO. L5H23
usually
calculated tinthe basis of rigid rings and the two trigo-
nometric series represent statically self-balanoing shear
flows. These self-balancing shear flows are also con-
sistent with a self-balanclng set of normal stresses in
the stringer sheet. Only the sine series occurs if a
symmetrical load Is applied and only the cosine series
ocours If the loading is antlsymmetrlcal. The coeffi-
“cIents ain and bin azneto be dsftned by a minimum of
strain energy of the entire structure.
The moments, shear forces, and tangential forces in
the reinforcing rings that are consistent with the shear
flows in the sheet bays adjacent to rings and that also
satisfy the conditions of continuity of the rings -e:
,.m a~n - a(i--l)n
M~ =MR+R2
I
cos n~
2
n(n2 : 1)
- bin
z
- b(i-l)n s~ mp
- ~2
2 n(n2 - 1)
m
I fain - a(i-l)nvi *=Vq-R ah n~
2
(n2
- 1)
wbinz -b(i-l)n ~os.nq ‘-R
2
(n2
- 1)
(A2)
(JJ3)
m n[aln -
1
H1 =HR+R cos ncp
2
(n2
- 1)
x
m n(b~n - b(i-l)n~ sin nq
-R
2
(n2
- 1)
(A4)
The stringer sheet stresses can be obtained from
the shear flows and, because these strssses vary linearly
along any cylindrical element, need only be defined at
.—
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the rings. If the stresses at the first ring ar assumed
t-obe zero, !the stringer sheet stresses. at..thq 1 .??..ring
are
where OR Is the stress given by the simple engineering
theory of the bending of the cylinder.
If the total strain energy of the structure 1s
minimized with respect to the coefficients of the terms
of the series, sets of simultaneous equations will be
obtained for the coefficients. (See reference 2.) A
set of simultaneous eauations will result for each value
of n for the coeffi;lent a~. and a semrate set for
each value of
equations will
bays.
n for the coe??lcient b~. Each set of
contain as many equations as there sre
Concentrated Radial Force
If a radial force P is applted to any
cylinder at the location Q = O“s the shear
the ith bay, when
and the root, is
the ith bay is between the
and, when the Ith
rhg, is simply
m
-J& sin cp+zain sin nq.
bay is between the tip and
ring of the
flow q In
loaded ring
(A6)
the loaded
(A6a)
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The moments, shear forces, and tangential fories In
the loaded ring are
m
[ z%-~l+V-(W-Q]sin Q]+R2 a%- a(i-l)n00sn~ (A7)n(n2- 1)
r
vi .LQ5Q?
12
main - a(i-l)n
2Tf 2 -(w- cP)oos@-R (n2 ah n~ (M)
- 1)
[
‘n ain -
q.. #.- 1 r@)sinq+~oosq +R a(i-l)n(n2- ~) 00sncp(A9)
2
. .
and If the ith ring is unloaded, only the series terms
of the equations occur.
If the assumption is made that the cylinder is of
constant cross-section and all rings have the same moment
of inertia and are equally spaced, minimizing the strain
energy in the structure results in a si~le set of
equations defining the coel’f’ictentssin. For instance,
if a cylinder “withSIX ri~s and bays Is loaded at the
second ring, the second equation of the set of six equa-
tions Is obtained by setting equal to zero the partial
derivative of the total strain energy with respect
to a2n. This procedure yields
au (2’7n2- Ay)ah + (2&12+ 2AY+ B)a~
dah
+ (Zln=’- AY)qn + i5n2a~ + @a5n +3n2a~+~=0
The notation used 1s mat of reference 2; that Is
A=
B=
v=
6EttR2
GtL2
‘%1 )
2
-1
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~ne general form of the six equations is given In table
but -tlid’””loaii””termPA~/wRtaplaoed on.the right=h,ad
side of the equation. The load term also occurs with a
4*
negative sign in the seoond equation and with a positive
sign In the flrat equation. If the radial.load had been
applied in some ring other than ring 2, the load term
would have appeared with the.negative sign on the ri@t-
hand side of the equation having the same number as the
loaded rIng
side of the
appeared on
and with a positive–sign on the right-hand
equation preceding it. Zeros would have
the ri@t-hand side of the other equations.
Concentrated Tangential Force
If a tangential force T Is a plied to any ring uf
the cylinder at the locction Q = O~ the shesm Slow q
in the lth bay between the loeded ring and the root 1s
L
co
T1qi = -g )x-+coscp+ bin cos nq ((A1O)
2
and if the ith bay 1s between the loaded ring and the tip
the shear flow may be expressed as
m
qi =
E bin cos n~ (AIOa)
2
If the ith ring is loaded,the moments, shear forces
and tangential forces are
[Mp+(lr-
- bin
~?
@q -R2 - b(~-l)n
.
Q)(1- Oosq) - sinn~ (.All)
n(nz - 1)
1- —.1 -,
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For the rings not loaded the moments are expressed bnly
In terms of the series. Ii’the assumption is again made
that the cylinder has SIX bays and is of constant cross
section and that the rings have equal stiffness and are
equally spaced, the sets of equations defining the co~f-
ficlents b,= are the same as those defining the coeffi-
cients alna~~forthe radial load, except that the value
of the load term on the ri
P
t-hand side of the equation
is now TAy/nR. The load erm appsars with the negative
si~ on the right-hand side of the equation having the
same number as the loaded ring, and with the positive
sign in the equation preceding It. Zeros occur in the
right-hand side of all other equations.
Concentrated M~ent
If a concentrated moment MO Is applied to any
ring of the cylinder, at the location q = 0°, the shear
flow In the Ith bay when the ba~ is between the loaded
ring and tb.eroot is
Mo+m
ql —=- x bin COS IIS$I
2TrR2 2“
and whsn the”lth bay Is
ring the sb.eaiiflow is
ql =
(A4)
between the tip and the loaded
forces, and tangential forces inThe moments, shear
the loaded ring are
M.
[
m bin -b(~-l)n ~~n nq
Ml = 2 sti cp]-R2~ ~(n2-1) “#li -L?)- (A15 )
2
= bti - b(j--l)n
vi = -A(1 + 2 cos q))- R
I n2-~
cos n(p (A16)
2
m
n tbln
~sin q-R
z
- b(l-l)n)
Hi=-
~2-~ sin nq (A17) .
2
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. .. . . .. . . .. . .. ln .thg..~loaded ri&s the motints and forces are
given by the serlea”dx@essl~hS~”””-”If acyltnder-d?-eon-- ~~
stant cross section stiffened by SIX equally spaced rings .
of constant moment of inertia Is considered; the set of
equations given In table k applies again except that the
---
%AY 2
value of the load term ~s —(n
WR2
- 1). The load term
appears with the positive sign on the rl@t-hand side of
the equation having the same number as the loaded ring,
and with the negative sign in the equation preceding it.
Zeros occur on the right-hand side of all other equations.
Rules for Writing Equations
The left-hand side of the equations def.lnl~ the
coefficients ah or bin can be written for a cylinder .
of constant cross section havln.gany number of bays
between equally spaced rings of squal stiffness If the
followtng features are observed in the scheme of equations
In table .!+.All the elements lying along the main diagonal
that runs from the upper left to the lower right-hand
corner contain the te~’m (2A~ + B) except the one In the
lower right-hand corner for which the coefficient of Ay
is unity. The elements to the left and right of the ele-
ment on the main diagonal contain the term
-Av. All the
Z the coefficients of whichelements contain the term n ,
follow a simple pattern. The coefficients of n2 in the
elements In the main diagonal start with 2 in the lower
right-hand corner and increase by 6 in each element lylng
. above and to the left. The coefficient of n2 in any
element in the column above an element on the main diagonal
or In the row to the left Is one more than the coefficient
of n2 In the element on the main diagonal.
The right-hand side of the equations can be easily
written as follows: For the equation bearing the same
nuniberas he loaded ring and the equation preceding it,
the ap ropriate load term is written down as shown in
.table 1 . For all other equations, zeros sre put down.
It can be shown that the s-chenmof writing the equa-
tions can also be used for the general loading case where .
any nuniberof loads are acting on the ring. The load
system is separated Into a symmetrical and an
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antisymmetrical part, and the rigid-ring bending moments
caused by the entire load system are represented by the
series
where the Fourier coefficients Cn define the antisym-
metrical part and the coefficients ~ the s~etrlcal
part of the moment. The load term appearing in the scheme
of equations of table h 1s, then, for antlsymmetrlcal
loads
“ Cn+=
R
and for symmetrical loads,
Avn(n2 “-1)
%— ~
.U
For the antlsymmetrlcal loads the sign of the load
term on the right-hand side of the equation with the same
nuniberas the loaded ring is opposite to that of Cn;
for symmetrical loads the sign of the load term for the
same equation is the same as that of ~.
Basic data.-
cylinder 3 with a
Numerical Example
The numerical example chosen is test
radial load applied at ring 3. The
basic data are therefore (from table 1): -
Radius, R, inches. . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . 15
Spacing of rings, L, inches. . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Thickness, t = t!, inch . .? . . . . . . . . . 0.0320
Moment of Inertia, I, inchesk. . . . . . . . . 0.357
The value of C@ is taken as 0.377. With these numerical
values, the constants A and B appearing In table k
become:
A= 1815.4
B= 15.90
.“
NACA
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cylinder 3 has rather stiff’rings, a few Fm, ier coeffi-
cients give sufficient accuracy. For this numerical
example, the”coefficients for n =
determined.
2, 3, and )+ will be
“.
The cyllnder has four bays,-whereas table L is set
up for SIX bays. The left-hand sides of the equations
are therefore obtained directly from table 4 by dropping
the excess terms and retainhg only the four rows and
four columns appropriate to a four-bay cylinder, starting
In the lower right-hand corner of the terms on the left-
hand side; that is, the first two columns and the two top
rows In table 4 are dropped, and the remaining four
columns and rows are renumbered from 1 to 4. The rlght-
hand sides of the equatlona are obtained by putting the
load terms in the places appropriate to the position of
the load. The final general scheme for an arbitrary
value of n is then:-
(ZOn2+
(15n2 -
2AY+ B)aln+ (15n2- Ay)a~
Ar)ak + (ti2+ 2AY+ B)a~
.
% =0+ 9n2~n + 3n J#l
%2qn + (>2 - Ay)aa + (8n2 PAyn+ ‘Y + ‘)azn+ (3n2- ‘Y)%!+n= ~R
3n~ln+3n2~2n+ (3n2 - Ay)a3n+ (a2+ AY+ B)a~=O
The set of equations for determining the Fourier coeffi-
cients n = 2 is then obtained from this general scheme
by setting n = 2 and inserting the numerical values
for A, B, and Y. The sets of equations for determining
the Fourier coefficients n = 3 and n=4. sre then
obtained in an analogous manner. The three sets of
simultaneous equations are solved by any suitable method,
for instance, the Orout method (re#’erence4), and the
resultlng Fourier coefficients are
n aln a2n a a
2 -0.04820PA -o.17368P~ 0.2539& O l 16711P~
3 .02036P~ -. 08048P/k . 08348P/k -.oog92P~
.oo622P/k -.01899P/k .olJp2P/lJ -. oo601Pfi
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Determlnatlon of moment a“ndshear coefficients.- The
moment coefficient CM is defined by
By the use of the ex ression (A7) the moment coefficient
Tfor rtng 1 can be wr tten as
m
I ah - a(l-l)n%=%~+; cos nq
2 n(n2 - 1)
The coeff~cient for the moment at the point of application
of the load (Q=o, i= 5), for instance, becomes
%
or, when terms
m
R
I
a3n - a2n
=cMF+~ cos nq
b z n(n2 - 1)
after n = ~ are neglected,
CM =
-0.2387 + (0.2539 + o.1737~6 Cos 2(00)
+(0.0835+0.0805)
24
=
-0.1600
The shear coefficient
0.0190+0.0190COS3(OO) + (
60
~cos4(oq
Cq is defined by
Cq = q;
By the use of expression (Al) the coefflc.lentfor bay i
can be written as
+2
w
Cq= xc% P2 ain sin nq . .
where the second subscript R aga$n denotes the value
for the rigid ring. The shear stq.essreaches Its ymxlmum
value in bay 3 (i = 3) at about q = ~“. The maximum
shear coefficient is therefore given by
Cq = cqR +“;: ““a a3n ‘in ‘q
..— —. .—— -
. .
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or, numerically, if terms--bey&nd.n = k are dropped
25 “
Cq=
=
0.2211 +
+“0.0190
0.5383
0.2539 sln 2(44°) + 0.08fi sin 3(4.4.0)
sin 4(44°)
.“
1 ..-
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TABLE 1.- DIMENSIONSOF TEST CYLINIERS
Radius of Imgth of Spacing of Thickness Or Moment of
Cylinder cylinder oyllnder rings skin
Inertia
ofrin, I
(&. ) (in.) (1:.) (;n.) t(in. )
1 15 60 15 0.0322 o.o@21
la 15 60 30 l 0322 .o@21
lb 15 30 30 .0322 .oO@l
lC 15 15 15 .0322 l oOl@
2 15 60 15 .o~o .*001
3 15 60 15 .0320 935695
4 15 60 15 .0648 .@526
b 15 45 15 .0648 .&526
..”
z
o
9
.,
.
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TABIE2l- COWPARISON2W mfXf.ETICALAHD EXPERIMENTALMAXIHUMEE!IDIHOMOHMT COEFPICXE~S
(1) (2) (3)
%
Cm~ted
%
Com&ad Computed
Loaded % looordingto aooordlngto lcoordlng tc
ring Exparfmantal J’eference2 ‘erarence~ =eferenoe3
1
h
lb
lC
2
3
IA
{
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
[
1
2
3
4
[
1
2
3
4
[
1
2
3
4
0.123
,092
.083
.O*
.128
.106
.o&
.203
.166
,139
l K9
.233
.198
.183
.170
.179
l43
.132
l122
0.I.24
.095
.086
.076
.137
.108
.086
l 172
.133
.118
,1*
.207
.167
.160
l147
.159 I
.li?l ~
J
.109
l097
10,820
10,820
lo,&o
10,820
10,82o
10,820
lo, &o
1,132
1,132
1,1*
1,1%
K6.9
u6.9
126.9
u6.9
2,026
2,026
2,026
2,026
I+all 0.031 0.027 2,026
Radial lC
0.071
.071
.071
.071
.071
.071
.071
.103
.103
.103
.103
.47
l4?
.47
.%7
.093
l093
.093
.093
pqntial 1
0.011
(4) (5)
d % %
Computed Computcd
~c%’%yto acoordlngto lcoordlngto EL
‘eferenoe 3 referance 3 standard (1)
Jmodif iedj 1( modified) 1 mathod l”-
+
&o.8
2156
7858
384.4
2156
@58
1+0.2
85.8
225.5
821.9
4.51
9.62
25.5
92.1
p.o
153.6
403.6
tin
Ld
0.4
l 109
.092
.075
la
,092
.On
.181
.157 I
.135
. lq
.226 ~
.216
.195
.155 ~
.163 I
l43
J
.123
.098
0.239 .01 0.58
.03 .V
l* .86
.03 .96
.07 l 55
.02 .67
.05 .87
.05 .51
.80 .&
.85 .*
.81 .80
.89 .63
.84 .74
.87 .80
.86 .86
l89 .52
.85 .65
.83 .70
.80 .76
.
*
—
,01 1.94
,18 2.6o
,.11 2 l88
,.01 3.23
.97 1.87
.87 2.25
.91 2.91
.89 1.18
.95 1.44
.97 1.72
.84 1.85
.97 1.03
,.q 1.21
,.07 1.31
.91 1.I$l
.91 1,34
;*OO 1.67
.93 1.81
.80 1.96
153.6 I O.O27 ~ I 0.064 10.8710.3610,8712.06
l(ATIO~19mY
COUURT22m A2Rolum’zcs
to
co
:
0
>
z
z
z
o
.
r
WI
x
N
w
-==s_- .—
<
TABLE 3.-COMPARISONSEE’MEEN THEORETICAL Am ExpERI~~MJ MAXIMUMSHEAR FLM COEP’FICIEI’?I’S FOR RADIAL LOAD
:ylhler
1
2
3
4
Loaded
ring
[
1
1
3
3
[
1
1
3
3
{
1
1
3
3
{
1
1
3
3
Heaaured
bay
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
3
(1)
Cq
Ixperhental
1.24
.81
994
1.65
.78
.37
l55
1.07
.~8
.32
.27
.51
.90
.48 ,
.69
1.13
(2)
Cq
Computed
kccordlng to
reference 2
1.23
.83
.87
1.57
.70
J-@
l47
.92
l43
l 34
.25
l53
.80
.50
l55
1.07
(3)
%
C?mputed
according tc
reference 3
3.36
3.36
1.63
1*73
1.60
1.60
.72
.88
.85
.85
.32
.52
1.95
1.95
.91
looh
(4)
Cq
Computed
iccordlng to
leference 3
(modified)
1.15
1.15
.92
1.05
.60
.60
J@
l59
.36
.36
.16
.37
,70
,70
.49
.62
(5)
0.31
Cq
Computed
according to m (JJ &
standard (1) (1) (1)
method
0.99 2.71 0.93
1.02 4.15l.l+?
.931.73 .98
.951.05 .64
.902.05 .77
1.144.321.62
.851.31.~
.86 .82
.90 1.77
1.06 2.66
.93 1.19
1.OJ+ 1.02
.89 2.17
1.4 4.06
.80 1.32
\ .95 .92\
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l55
l75
1*K
l59
l73
.78
1.46
l 71
.5?5
).25
.38
l33
,19
.40
.%
.56
.29
.65
.97
,.15
.61
A
.65
l45
.27
CA
o
TABLE h.- SCREM.EOF FOR CYLINDER OF SIX EQUAL BAYS LOADED AT SECOND RINC+
[
A _ 6116t~.—; &&!?. = 1
IL3 ~tL2 ‘ y 2n2(n2 - 1) 1
Left-hand side
Coefflolents % a2n a3n ak a~n a6n
Equation
number bin b2n b3n bb b?n b 6n
1 ~2n2 + 2A?+ B 27n2 - Ay Zlnz 15n2 9n2 @
2 Zpz - @ 26n2+2Ay+B 21n2 - Ay l?nz 9n2 #
3 2~2 21n2 - AV 2ti2+2&+B 15n2 . Ay 9n2 3n2
k l?nz 15n2 l?nz - A? *2+2Ay+B Ynz - Ay 3n’
5 9=Z 9n2 9nZ @2 - Ay 8n2 + 2Ay + B 3n2 - Ay
6 I 3n2 I 3n2 I 3n2 I 3n2 I 3n2 - Ay 2n2+A.f+B
Riuht-hand aide
Radial
PAyn/nR
0
0
(Load term)
Tan- Momentrential
.TAy/lTR MoAy(n2 -l)/fiR;
o I o
0 I o
0 I o.
lCoefficients a apply to radial 10ad; coefflcienta b to tangential or moment load.
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Figure 1. – General over-all cylinder dimensions.
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Figure 2.- Dimensions of rings and rivet sizes for
various cglinders . Rivet spacing , I inch .
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Figure 4.– Ring bending– moment coefficients in cylinder I for
radial load at ring 2.
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Figure 6.- Ring bending - moment coefficients in cylinder I for
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Figure 9.- Ring bending- moment coefficients in cylinder Ic
for radial load at ring I .
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Figure 13. – Ring bending-moment coefficients in cYlinder 2
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Figure 15.-Ring bending-moment coefficients in cylinder 3 for
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